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SOME MATHEMATICAL ANAGRAMS
 
DMITRI A. BORGMANN 
Oak Park, lllinoi s 
What to Name the Baby? 
If astrologists believe that one 1 s future is determ.ined by the po­
s ition s of the star s and planet s at the tim.e of one 1 s bi rth, then by 
analogy logologists m.ust believe that one 1 s future is determ.ined by 
the nam.e one is given at birth. One can ignore the surname, as thi s 
is already given; but how should the baby' s first nam.e be selected? 
Clearly, a clue to his (or her) future occupation can be obtained by 
exam.ining an anagram. of the nam.e. 
Suppose that the proud parents wish to point their off spring in the 
direction of a m.athem.atical career - - what names should they consi­
der? If they wish the baby to become profic ent in arithm.etic, they 
should consider ESTHER or HESTER (THREES). ELBERT (TREB­
LE) , DELBERT (TREBLED) or ANDREY ( DENARY). If one is 
blessed with twin girls. the logical choice of nam.es is LORINDA 
(ORDINAL) and CLARINDA (CARDINAL): one. two, three ... 
are cardinal num.be r s, and fir st. second. third ... are ordinal 
num.ber s. 
On the other hand, suppose that geometry is the m.athem.atical 
field of greatest interest. MARGARETTA (A TETRAGRAM) , CARO­
LINE or CORNELIA.( COLINEAR), TERRENCE (RECENTER or 
CENTERER), MARLON (NORMAL) or STERLING (RINGLETS) are 
the m.ost obvious choices. If geom.etry is to be practiced on a cosmic 
scale, try CASPER (PARSEC); a star one parsec (about 20 trillion 
m.i1es) distant appears to shift one second of arc against a background 
of m.ore distant stars as the earth m.oves in its yearly orbit. 
Other m.athem.atical fields are Ie s s well-endowed with given name s. 
The future algebraist can consider ROSITA (RATIOS) , PORTIA (RA­
TIO P) • or ISRAEL (SERIAL). The statistician can choose either 
RODMAN or DORMAN ( RANDOM). Trigonometry is covered by 
HETTA (THETA) -- the Greek letter theta is often used to represent 
an angle. If one fears that there is no accounting for wom.en. then 
one should not nam.e a daughter LORETTA (RETOTAL or TOTALER) . 
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Anagrams of Famous Mathematicians 
A surprisingly large number of mathematicians have surnames 
which can be rearranged to form common English words: ABEL 
(BALE) , AGNESI (EASING), CANTOR (CARTON), CARDAN 
(CANARD), CREMONA (ROMANCE), DEMORGAN (DRAGOMEN) , 
EINSTEIN (NINETIES), FERRARI (FARRIER) , GORDAN (DRA­
GON) , KASNER (SNAKER), KASTNER (TANKERS), LAHIRE 
(HAILER), NAPIER (RAPINE), LEMAITRE (MATERIEL), 
PEIRCE (RECIPE) , POINCARE (PROCAINE) , POINSOT (OPT­
IONS), SAVILE ( VALISE) , STEINER ( ENTRIES). THALES 
(LATHES) and ZENO ( ZONE). All of these words can be found in 
(or easily inferred from) an abridged dictionary such as Webster IS 
Collegiate. 
However, there is no reason to stop yet. Why not admit proper 
names, such as OZANAM (AMAZON) , LAPLACE (CAPELLA) or 
PAINLEVE (PINEVALE)? Although no Pinevale exists in the United 
States, there is a hamlet by this name about five miles south of Anti­
gonish in Nova Scotia. Why not admit personal names, such as BEL­
TRAMI (LAMBERTI) and EUCLID (IL DUCE)? Finally, why not 
recognize that anagrams can consi st of two words instead of just one? 
The finest example of this is VOLTERRA (ART LOVER) , but DEIN­
OSTRATUS (SET DURATIONS). ARGAND (A GRAND) • PASCAL (A 
CLASP), CESARO (A SCORE) and DESCARTES (SEED CARTS) are 
also acceptable. If one allows a foreign language, then LEIBNITZ 
( EIN BLIT Z) can be included. 
Finally, one can attempt to create more- or-Ie s s plausible words 
out of mathematical surname s. Such coinage s as NICOMEDES ( DEMI­
CONES or SEMICONED) • ARCHIMEDES (DEMIARCHES or SEMI­
ARCHED or MISREACHED) require little imagination to define. For 
LEVERRIER one can propose RE- REVILER, obviously one who re­
vile s othe r per sons repeatedly. For COOLIDGE there is LOGOCIDE, 
which can be defined as the de struction of words; thi s anagram is 
e specially apt if applied to his Presidental name sake. Silent Cal. 
Stretching yet farther, one discover s that DIOCLES can be anagram­
med into DOCILES I presumably the oppo site of savage s or act ivists; 
DEMOIVRE is IRE- MOVED, or readily angered; and NEWTON is 
NON- WET, or dry. ERATOSTHENES can be changed into THERESA 
STONE, presumably an object analogous to the Rosetta Stone. (It is 
also the name of a lady living in Philadelphia.) RENE DESCARTES 
is SEARS- CENTERED -- a new form of merchandising or a new line 
of goods originating with Sears, Roebuck. ARCHYTAS is CARAT­
SHY, or short of the required number of carats in the engagement 
ring he wishes to present to his fiancee. Finally, PYTHOGORAS is 
translated into ASTROPHAGY, the figurative practice of eating 
star s - - an activity sure to re sult in a severe case of heartburn 
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Mathematical Pair s and Triple s 
What words with mathematical meaning can be anagrammed into 
other words with mathematical meaning? 
Several trivial exam.?les immediately come to mind. For exam­
ple, the cardinal numbers NINETY-SIX and SIXTY-NINE, SEVENTY­
SIX and SiXTY-SEVEN, and NINETY-SEVEN and SEVENTY-NINE 
all qualify, as do the ordinal numbers SEVENTY-SIXTH and SIXTY­
SEVENTH, SEVENTY-FIFTH and FIFTY-SEVENTH, FIFTY-SIXTH 
and SIXTY-FIFTH, EIGHTY-FIFTH and FIFTY-EIGHTH, and 
EIGHTY-SEVENTH and SEVENTY-EIGHTH. Another class of trivial 
examples is obtained by moving the letters RE from the front to ER 
at the back of a word - - for example, RENUMBER and NUMBERER, 
RECOUNT and COUNTER, DISCOUNTER and REDISCOUNT. The 
pair RERA TED and DERA TER is a variation on this theme. CEN­
TRE and CENTER are variant spellings of the same worq; THEO­
RIES and THEORISE, and PLUSSING and PLUS SIGN use a common 
root. 
Turning to more significant mathematical anagrams, ,perhaps the 
two finest examples are ALGORITHM and LOGARITHM, and TRIAN­
GLE and ]NTEGRAL. In fact, the second pair can be made into a 
mathematical triple if one allows the word RELATING. EIGHTH and 
HEIGHT are a natural pair, and with the addition of the letter Scan 
be converted into a triple: EIGHTHS, HEIGHTS, HIGHEST. MEN­
SURAL and NUMERALS (or MENSURATION and NUMERA TIONS) 
form a common mathematical pair, as do EVENS and SEVEN, CONE 
and ONCE, and (CO)ALTITUDE and (CO) LATITUDE. By allowing 
somewhat more technical words, one can include LEMNISCATE (a 
figure-eight geometrical figure) and CENTESIMAL (marked by di­
vision into hundredths) , and INVERSE and VERSINE (one minus the 
cosine of an angle) . 
In many cases, one or both of the words have much more common 
non-mathematical meanings. For example, CREDIT and DIRECT, 
ASCENT and SECANT, CORELATION and RELOCATION, PHASE and 
SHAPE, REVERSE and RESERVE, DEDUCTJONS and DISCOUNTED, 
DOME and MODE, POLES and SLOPE, RATE and TARE, DOZEN
 
and ZONED, NET and TEN, or ENLARGE and GENERAL fall into
 
hi category. (Incidentally, the last pair can be made a triple if 
the coined word REANGLE is added.) Some rarer examples are: 
CRESCENTIC and ECCENTRICS (circle s not having the same center s 
as other circles partly in them) ; MODULI and DOLIUM (ancient Ro­
man measure of liquid capacity); DETERMINE and INTERMEDE (an 
intermediate space or time) ; ORDINATE and RATIONED (fixed the 
proportion or ratio of) ; and BICORN (the Cocked Hat, a quartic 
e uation) and BICRON (a billionth of a meter • 
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If one admits Greek or Hebrew letters, several more mathemat­
ical pairs are possible: ALPHAS and PHASAL, MUS and SUM, XIS 
and SIX, ALEPHS and L-SHAPE, and MU PRIME and PREMIUM. 
The last two e:x;amples introduce another generalization: FORMULAE 
and A FORMULE, EQUA TOR and A TORQUE. EQUATORS and 1'0 
SQUARE, AXIS and A SIX, DIAGONAL and A LOADING, M1NlMA and 
11 MINIM, MAXIMA and A MAXIM (an axiom) , FACTORING and 
FRACTION G, EQUIDISTANT and D QUANTITIES, ALYSOID and A 
11 Y" SOLID, ASTROID and D RATIOS, CARDIOID and D CO- RADII,
 
SCALES and CLASS E, MATRIXES arid AXIS" : (TERM) , and,
11 
finally, VORTICES, 1-VECTORS and SECTOR IV. The logological 
purist may well object to some of these; an arbitrary matChing has 
been forced between two mathematical words, perfect anagrams of 
each other except for one (or two) extra letters in one word. Fin­
ally, there are always plausible coined words: SUM:\1A TION and 
MISAMOUNT (or AMOUNTISM) , IMPULSES and SEMIPLUS, INTE­
GRATOR and REROTATING, COTANGENTIAL and ANTIOCTANGLE, 
MERIDIANS and SEMINADIR, IMMEDIA TE and A DEMITIME, SEX­
ANGLE (a hexagon) and EX-ANGLES, ELIMINATORS and MISRE­
LATION, and TEN SCORE and ENSECTOR. 
A Bouquet of Joined Transposals 
To the non-mathematician, CARTESIAN COORDINATES and 
OVALS are mysterious patterns of lines and curves -- in brief, 
SECTARIAN DECORATIONS and SALVO. To prove that mathematic­
ians have Fa sci st inclinations, leftists are fond of pointing out that 
EUCLID'S ALGORITHM has now become IL DUCE 1 S LOGARITHM. 
Napier invented logarithms, and Briggs carried on his work - - y,et 
NAPIER' S LOGARITHMS have been transmuted into PERSIAN ALGO­
RITHMS (how apt, since algo rithm is derived from the name of a 
ninth- c entur y Ar ab mathemati cian ! ) , and B RIGGSIA N LOGA RIT HMS 
into GRIGSBIAN LITHOGRAMS (stone engravings chiseled out by a 
man named Grigsby). The student of INTEGRAL EQUA TIONS is 
occasionally guilty of ALTERING A QUESTION in order to obtain an 
explicit solution instead of an approximate one. When he encounters 
DEFINITE INTEGRALS, he visualizes the function to be integrated 
as traced out by ENTIFIED GRAINLETS (materialized particles) . 
